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Motivations
 Exploration of some aspects (e.g. creative genres) of
natural language traditionally considered outside the
scope of computational modeling






Emotions in texts
Computational Humor
Persuasive Language
Deceptive Language
…

 Huge quantity of texts available
 Stress of what we can do using just texts (as we find
in web)

a Google research award on these themes
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Motivations
 Dealing with these topics is a relatively new
area of research (e.g. Affective NLP)
 Important for many NLP applications






Opinion mining
Market analysis
Affective user interfaces
E-learning environments
…

 Goal of the talk: overview some of our

explorations for addressing these issues
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Some topics
1.

Witty language



2.

Affective Text





3.



5.
6.
7.

Lexical resources
Annotation of emotions in text
Colors of emotions in texts
Dancing with words

Persuasive NLP


4.

Humor generation
Humor recognition

Analyzing political speeches along with audience reactions (e.g.
applauses)
Virality in social networks

Automatic creative naming (branding)
BRAINSUP: Brainstorming Support for Creative Sentence
Generation
Automatized memory techniques for vocabulary acquisition in
a second language
Lyrics, Music and Emotions
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Computational humour for
edutainment and IT
 To provide comic relief/reward
 To stimulate the attention
 To favor long-term memorization
 To enhance learning experience (positive feelings
towards learning when humor is included)

 To stimulate creativity
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Theories of humor
 Cognitive (incongruity, contrast)
Focus: stimulus

 Social (superiority, hostility, derision, disparagement)
Focus: interpersonal effects

 Psychoanalytical (relief, release, liberation,
sublimation)

Focus: audience’s reaction
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Humour: Individual differences
Personality studies (see W. Ruch)
Incongruity-Resolution Humor (INC-RES)

Low appreciation
characterized by

Nonsense Humour (NON)

High appreciation
characterized by

Low appreciation
characterized by

Conservative Attitudes

Openness to Experience

intolerance of minorities, militarism, religious conservative
fundamentalism, education, traditional family
ideology, capitalistic attitudes,
property/money, law and order attitude,
punitiveness, conventional values

liberal/
radical

avoids new
experience

openness to values, ideas, aesthetics, fantasy, seeks out
mental experience seeking, seeks new
experience
experiences, avoids repetition,
interest in plastic arts, sculpture, imaginative

prefers
simplicity

likes complex fantastic art paintings, likes
prefers
complexity in line drawings, produces
complexity in black/white pattern, enhances complexity
visual incongruity ("prism glasses")

Complexity

General Inhibitedness
disinhibited

superego strength, inhibition of aggression,
self-control, rigidity, need for order,
antihedonistic, sexually not permissive

inhibited

Intelligence

Uncertainty Avoidance
intolerance of ambiguity, avoiding new and
complex experience, prefers simplicity and
symmetry, conventional vocational interests,
liking of simple, non fantastic art

low

high

"fluid" intelligence", speed of closure

low

Depressivity
depressed

high

Sexual Libido

depressiveness

not depressed

social desirability, "lying", low frankness

strong

high sexual experience, pleasure, libido,
activity, desire

weak

Nonconformism

Social Desirability
frank

High appreciation
characterized by

acts socially
desirable

conventional

Age

not obedient, low social desirability,
"lying", frank

non-conform

Age

younger

older

younger

older
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Humour: Individual differences (2)
Sexual Humour (SEX)

Low appreciation
characterized by

General Aversiveness

High appreciation
characterized by

Low aversiveness
characterized by

Sexual Libido
weak

sexual desire, experience and activity,
positive attitude to sex, hedonistic and
pleasure-seeking, not prudish, easily excited

High aversiveness
characterized by

Emotional Lability
strong

low

neuroticism, anxiety, depressivity,
nervousness, guilt proneness, low ego strength,
sexual dissatisfaction, sexual prudishness

Tough-mindedness

Tender-mindedness

tenderminded

tough-mindedness, masculinity, dominance,
disinhibition, "undersocialized", need for
power, technical interests, low ranking of
values freedom, equality, world at peace

tender-mindedness, intraceptive (social,
religious, and aesthetic) value orientation,
low technical interests, disinhibition, moral
and interpersonal values high, low
competence or self-actualization values

introvert

activity, sociability, positive emotion

toughminded

Extraversion

toughminded

high

tenderminded

extravert

Gender
female

biological, psychological

male
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Work on computational humour
 Research on linguistics and pragmatics of humor
[e.g. Attardo and Raskin]

 Speculative writings in AI [e.g. Minsky, Hofstadter]
 Some efforts on building computational humor prototypes.
For example:


Humour Production
 JAPE [Binsted & Ritchie] It generates punning riddles, from a

linguistic model of pun schemata, e.g. “What do you call a
murderer with fiber? A cereal killer”



Humour Recognition
 [Mihalcea & Strapparava 2005] investigated machine learning

techniques to distinguish between humorous and nonhumorous text
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HAHAcronym
 HAHAcronym has been a Future Emerging

Technologies (FET) European project (http://
haha.itc.it)

 Goal: realization of an acronym re-analyzer and

generator as proof of concept in a focalized but non
restricted context

 various existing resources for NLP adapted for humor
+ some strategies for yielding humorous output

 O. Stock & C. Strapparava “Getting serious about the development of
computational humor” Proceedings of 18th IJCAI

Carlo Strapparava
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Acronym re-analysis
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Acronym parsing and construction of logical form
Choice of what to keep unchanged
Look up for possible substitutions, e.g. exploiting
semantic field oppositions
Granting phonological analogy and rhyme
Exploitation of WordNet antonymy clustering
Use of slanting dictionary as a last resource
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Examples: re-analysis
"Massachusetts Institute of Technology"
Slanting
dictionary

Keep the head
of NP fixed

Semantic field opposition

"Mythical Institute of Theology".
FBI - Federal Bureau of Investigation
=> Feral Bureau of Intimidation
GPD - Gross Domestic Product
=> Godless Dietetic Product
PDA - Personal Digital Assistant
=> Penitential Demoniacal Assistant
Carlo Strapparava
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HAHAcronym competes with
humans
 HAHAcronym participated in a contest about (human)

production of acronyms, organized in by RAI, the Italian
National Broadcasting Service

 The system won the jury’s special prize !
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Possible developments of
practical impact
 Educational software for children: word-meanings
exploration;

 A system that uses humor as means to promote

products and to get user's attention in electronic
commerce;

 An explorative environment for advertising professionals
(e.g. “thirst come, thirst served” for a soft drink);

 A names generator for products and merchandise

Carlo Strapparava
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HAHAcronym goes to AI conferences
 AAAI - American Association for Artificial
Intelligence

=> Antediluvian Association for
Artificial Imprudence
 IJCAI - International Joint Conference on Artificial
Intelligence

=> Irrational Joint Conference on
Antenuptial Intemperance
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Further work on computational
humour
 Try to exploit further lexical semantics

techniques
 E.g. (Bucaria, 2004) “Lexical and syntactic
ambiguity as a source of humor”

Lexical, syntactic, phonological ambiguity
 Advertisement, News Headlines

Carlo Strapparava
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The case of news headlines
 Lexical ambiguity





Club = (1) association of person;
(2) a heavy stick that is larger at one end

Men recommended more clubs for wives
Fan = (1) a device for creating
a current of air;
Stadium air conditioning fails - Fans protest
(2) a sport enthusiastic
Suit = (1) a set of garments;
Doctor testifies in horse suit
(2) a comprehensive term for
any proceeding in a court of law!
Queen Mary having bottom scraped!

 Syntactic ambiguity




Lawyers give poor free legal advice!
Babies are what the mother eats!
Man eating piranha mistakenly sold as pet fish

 Referential ambiguity


Autos killing 110 a day: let’s resolve to do better
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Humour Recognition - Questions:
1. Can we build very large data sets of humorous
texts?
2. Are humorous and serious texts separable?




Can we automatically distinguish between humorous and
non-humorous texts?
Does this hold for different data sets?

3. What are the distinctive features of humour?



Can we identify salient features of verbal humour?
Do they hold across data sets?

4. Can humour improve human-computer interaction?
R. Mihalcea and C. Strapparava. Learning to laugh (automatically):
Computational models for humor recognition.
Journal of Computational Intelligence, 2006.
Carlo Strapparava
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Data for humour recognition





Required to learn and test models of humour
Positive examples = humorous text
Negative examples = non-humorous text
Desiderata:






Large data sets
 To test variation of performance with data
Humorous text should differ only in comic effect – force
classifiers to identify humour-specific features
 Chose non-humorous data similar in content and style with
humorous data
Different data sets
 To test consistency
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Humorous data (1/2)
 Focus on a specific type of humour
 One-liners


“He who smiles in a crisis has found someone to blame”
 Short sentence, simple syntax
 Deliberate use of rhetoric devices (alliteration, rhyme)
 Frequent use of creative language
 Comic effect

 How to get 10,000+ one-liners


Websites or mailing lists typically include no more than 10 – 100
one-liners

 Web-based bootstrapping





Start with a few manually selected seeds
Identify a list of Web pages including at least one seed
Parse Web pages and find new one-liners
Repeat

Carlo Strapparava
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Serious data
 Reuters titles




Phrased to catch the readers attention
Reuters newswire 1996 – 1997
“Silver fixes at two-month high, but gold lags”.

 Proverbs




From online proverb collection
Memorable sayings, considered true by many people
“Beauty is in the eye of the beholder”.

 Text





British National Corpus
Most similar sentences, using vectorial similarity with tf.idf
weighting
“The train arrives three minutes early”.
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Characteristics of verbal humour
 Observed by analyzing the features extracted from the
one-liners
 Human-centric vocabulary


you, I, man, woman, guy
 you occurs in more than 25% of the one-liners
 “You can always find what you are not looking
for.”

 Negation


doesn’t, isn’t, don’t
 “If at first you don’t succeed, skydiving is not for you.”

 Negative orientation


words with negative orientation: bad, illegal, wrong
 “When everything comes your way, you are in the
wrong lane.”
Carlo Strapparava
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Characteristics of verbal humour
 Professional communities


lawyers, programmers, policemen
 “It was so cold last winter, that I
saw a lawyer with his hands in
his own pockets.”

 Human “weakness”


ignorance, stupidity, trouble, beer,
drink, lie
 “Only adults have trouble with
child-proof bottles.”
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Two main features
 Human centeredness




Human-centric vocabulary
Professional communities
Human weakness

 Polarity orientation




Negation
Negative orientation
Human weakness
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Emotion and texts: motivation
 Future of HCI is in themes such as entertainment,

emotions, aesthetic pleasure, motivation, attention,
engagement, etc.

 Automatically produce what human graphic designers

sometime manually do for TV/Web presentations (e.g.
advertisements, news titles, …)

 Studying the relation between natural language and

affective information and dealing with its computational
treatment is becoming crucial.
Carlo Strapparava
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Affective lexical resources
 What an emotion is ?


Notoriously it is a difficult problem.
Many approaches: facial expressions (Ekman), action tendencies
(Frijda), physiological activity (Ax), …

 Emotions, of course, are not linguistic things
 However the most convenient access we have to them is
through the language

 Ortony et al. (1987) introduced the problem

=> an analysis of 500 words taken form literature on
emotions. The words are then organized in a taxonomy.
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Affective semantic similarity
 All words can potentially convey affective





meaning
Even those not directly related to emotions can
evoke pleasant or painful experiences
Some of them are related to the individual
story
But for many others the affective power is part
of the collective imagination (e.g. mum, ghost,
war, …)
cfr. Ortony & Clore

 C. Strapparava and A. Valitutti and O. Stock “The Affective Weight
of Lexicon” Proceedings of LREC 2006

Carlo Strapparava
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Lexical Resource

Semantic Similarity

Affective words
 Direct affective words that refer directly to

emotional states (e.g. fear, love, …)
 Indirect affective words that have an indirect
reference (e.g. monster, cry, …)
 Many words can potentially convey affective
meaning
 For the second group of words the affective
power can be induced automatically form large
corpora of texts (e.g. British National Corpus, ~
100 millions of words)
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WordNet Affect
 We built an affective lexical resource, essential
for affective computing, computational humor,
text analysis, etc.
 It is a lexical repository of the direct affective
words
 The resource, named WordNet-Affect, started
from WordNet, through selection and labeling
of synsets representing affective concepts.

Carlo Strapparava
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Affective semantic similarity
 We needed a technique for evaluating the affective

weight of indirect affective words
 The mechanism is based on similarity between
generic terms and affective lexical concepts
 We estimated term similarity from a large scale
corpus (BNC ~ 100 millions of words)
 Latent Semantic Analysis => dimensionality reduction
operated by Singular Value Decomposition on the
term-by-documents matrix
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Homogeneous representations
 In the Latent Semantic Space, we can
represent in a homogeneous way




Words
Texts
Synsets

 Each text (and synsets) can be represented in
the LSA space exploiting a variation of the
pseudo-document methodology
=> summing up the normalized LSA vectors
of all the terms contained in it

Carlo Strapparava
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LSA space
d3

synset = w1+ w2 + w3

d1
term = w1

d2

Similarity: cosine among vectors
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Affective synset representation
 Thus an affective synset (and then an

emotional category) can be represented in the
Latent Semantic Space
 We can compute a similarity measure among
terms and affective categories
 Ex. the term “gift” is highly related (in BNC)
with the emotional categories:





Love (with positive valence)
Compassion (with negative valence)
Surprise (with ambiguous valence)
Indifference (with neutral valence)
Carlo Strapparava
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Affective weight
 We defined the affective weight the similarity

value between an emotional vector and an input
term vector
 Given a term (i.e. university), ask for related
terms that have a positive affective valence,
possibly according to some emotional category
 Given two terms, check if they are semantically
related, with respect to some emotional category
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An example: university
Related emotional terms
university

Positive emotional category
Enthusiasm

professor

Sympathy

scholarship

Devotion

achievement

Encouragement

Related emotional terms
university

Negative emotional category
Downheartedness

professor

Antipathy

study

Isolation

scholarship

Melancholy
Carlo Strapparava
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News titles
 E.g. the affective weight of some news titles

Emotion

Word with highest
affective weight

Review: `King Kong’ a giant pleasure

Joy

pleasure#n

Romania: helicopter crash kills four people

Fear

crash#v

Sadness

suffer#v

Anger

protest#v

News titles (Google-news)

Record sales suffer steep decline
Dead whale in Greenpeace protest
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Possible Applications
 Computer Assisted Creativity


Automatic personalized advertisement,
Computational Humor, persuasive communication

 Verbal Expressivity of Embodied
Conversational Agents


Intelligent dynamic word selection for appropriate
conversation

 Sentiment Analysis


Text categorization according to affective
relevance, opinion analysis

Carlo Strapparava
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Predicting Persuasiveness in Political
Discourses

Carlo Strapparava
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Introduction
 Persuasion is becoming a hot topic in NLP.
 Past works on persuasion and NLP have

focused mainly on text generation using
knowledge-based approaches.
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Scope of the work
 In political speeches, the audience tends to react or resonate to
signals of persuasive communication

 Automatically predicting the impact of such discourses is a

challenging task
 It can be useful to have a measure for testing the persuasiveness of
what we retrieve or possibly of what we want to publish on Web
 We exploit a corpus of political discourses, tagged with audience
reactions, such as applause, as indicators of persuasive expressions
 We explore differences between Democratic and Republican
speeches, experiment the resulting classifiers in grading some of the
discourses in the Obama-McCain presidential campaign available on
the Web.
C. Strapparava, M. Guerini, O. Stock
“Predicting Persuasiveness in Political Discourses”. LREC-2010
Carlo Strapparava
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CORPS:

a CORpus of tagged Political Speeches

 About 3600 tagged speeches (from the Web)
in the corpus and about 7.9 millions words.
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Characteristics (cont’d)
 Hypothesis: tags about audience reaction,

such as APPLAUSE, are indicators of hotspots, where persuasion attempts succeeded.

 Semi-automatic conversion of tags names to
make them homogeneous

Carlo Strapparava
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Tags List

Carlo Strapparava

Audience Reactions Typologies
 Three main groups of tags according to the characteristics of the
audience reaction:






Positive-Focus: a persuasive attempt that sets a positive
focus in the audience. Tags considered: {APPLAUSE},
{STANDING-OVATION}, {SUSTAINED-APPLAUSE},
{CHEERING}, etc.
Negative-Focus: a persuasive attempt that sets a negative
focus in the audience. Note: the negative focus is set towards
the object of the speech and not on the speaker herself. Tags
considered: {BOOING}, {AUDIENCE} No! {/AUDIENCE}
Ironical: Indicate the use of ironical devices in persuasion.
Tags considered: {LAUGHTER}

Carlo Strapparava
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An example: Fragment from JFK
	

Freedom has many difficulties and democracy is not
perfect. But we have never had to put a wall up to keep our
people in, to prevent them from leaving us. {APPLAUSE ;
CHEERS} I want to say on behalf of my countrymen who
live many miles away on the other side of the Atlantic,
who are far distant from you, that they take the greatest
pride, that they have been able to share with you, even
from a distance, the story of the last 18 years. I know of no
town, no city, that has been besieged for 18 years that still
lives with the vitality and the force, and the hope, and the
determination of the city of West Berlin. {APPLAUSE ;
CHEERS}	


wn = 15	


positive-focus	
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Examples of Use (1)
 What can be said of the lexical choices of a specific speaker that obtains a certain

characteristic pattern of public reaction? Many qualitative researches on Ronald
Reagan’s (aka “the great communicator”) rhetorics, e.g. conversational style, use
of irony.






Great Communicator? 32 Reagan’s speeches, mean tag density 1/2 of the
whole corpus (t-test; α < 0.001)  being a “great communicator” not bound
to “firing up” rate.
Reagan’s style: “simple and conversational”. Hypothesis: conversational
style more polysemic than a “cultured” style (richer in technical, less
polysemic, terms). No statistical diff. between mean polysemy of Reagan’s
words and the whole corpus. But the mean polysemy of Reagan persuasive
words is double of the whole corpus (t-test; α < 0.001).
Use of irony: Density of ironical tags in Reagan’s speeches almost double as
compared to the whole corpus (t-test; α < 0.001). In Reagan’s speeches the
mean ironical-tags ratio (mtri) is about 7.5 times greater than the mtri of the
whole corpus (t-test; α < 0.001).

Carlo Strapparava
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Examples of Use (1)
 Mean ironical-tags ratio mtr - the mean of the ratio
of ironical tags to positive-focus and negative-focus
tags per speech.

 In Reagan's speeches the mtr is about 7.5 times

greater than the mtr of the whole corpus
 That is to say, while normally there is one tags of
LAUGHTER every two other tags such as APPLAUSE,
in Reagan's speeches there is one tag such as
APPLAUSE out of three, four tags of LAUGHTER.
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Examples of Use (2)
 How do political speeches change after
key historical events?

Bush’s speeches before and after 9/11 (70 +
70 speeches)




while the positive valence mean remains totally
unvaried, the negative increases by 15% (t-test; α
< 0.001).
Words counts only partially reflects word impact…

Carlo Strapparava
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Predicting Audience Reaction
 Using machine learning for predicting the
persuasive impact of novel discourse

Predicting the passages that trigger a positive
audience reaction
Distinguishing Democrats from Republicans
Cross classification (training made on adverse
party speeches, and test on the others)
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